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This domain is registered for one of our customers.

If this is your domain name, please visit this page to see how to register it as DNS zone into your account.

Note: If you already have registered the DNS zone for your domain name, please wait for DNS propagation. Your web site will be displayed soon. It may take few minutes.

* Do you know what Managed DNS is?



Suggested page: Managed DNS service

With Managed DNS, you are able to use the DNS servers of a DNS provider. It lets you host your DNS records on the extended infrastructure and improve your website availability. Once you choose to implement Managed DNS, you are going to take advantage of the following benefits.

Easy to use - It is a lot easier to let your DNS provider handle the setup of your DNS servers.

Better security - It is excellent for your overall protection. It is going to keep you safe from different DNS threats, for instance, DDoS attacks.

Presence worldwide - DNS providers manage large DNS networks and offer a large number of points of presence (PoPs) placed all around the world. So, you will see a boost in the time for response and loading time.

Improved uptime - The network of servers means great uptime and better redundancy. Your website won't experience any downtime!

Managed DNS can bring a lot of advantages to your online business, plus your visitors will receive a great user experience.

If you are curious to learn more information, we recommend you to view the following page - Managed DNS!
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